Glenn Robb
Robb International Inc
robb@compliance-engineering.com
www.hparchive.com
8304 Druids Lane
Raleigh, NC 27613
Phone (919) 673-5057
Enter date (07/24/2006)

Re: License to Copy and Distribute Manuals for Products Discontinued or No Longer Supported
Dear Glenn Robb:

In accordance with Agilent policy intended to benefit users of Agilent equipment and predecessor HP
equipment, I am pleased to offer. you a license to copy, sell, and publicly distribute manuals and
datasheets for Agilent and HP test and measurement equipment that are discontinued or no longer
supported by Agilent (hereafter called "obsolete manuals"). You may sell obsolete Agilent
manuals without having to pay a royalty fee back to Agilent. By accepting this license, you agree
to determine the obsolete status of manuals by searching the Agilent.com Internet website for the
manual itself and for the related product. If neither the manual nor the product is locatable on the
website, or if either is listed on the website as being discontinued or out of support, you may assume
the manual qualifies as an obsolete manual. This permission includes the right to photocopy, scan or
otherwise electronically copy these manuals, encode them onto various media such as CDs or DVDs,
post a copy of them on a publicly accessible Internet website, and publicly distribute copies of them
(via download or otherwise) whether for free or for a fee.
The original copyright notice is to be included' on all of the resulting materials. We also ask that you
include the following source acknowledgement on your web site and on all CDs, DVDs, and hard
copies:
Reproduced with Permission, Courtesy of Agilent Technologies, Inc.
By reproducing these materials, you acknowledge that Agilent does not make any representations or
warranties of any kind with respect to the materials and disclaims any responsibility for them as
reproduced by you and may terminate this consent at any time, in its sole discretion~'
Please acknowledge your receipt of this license and your acceptance of its terms, by signing a copy in the space provided and
returning the signed copy to me at:
AgilentTechnologies, Inc.
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd. MS 54U GJ
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Attn: Libby Taylor (tel net 345-8733)
Thank you for your interest in Agilent Technologies and its products. Sincerely,

!J;4Uyw
LibbyTaylor, Information Distribution SelVices,. AgilentTechnologies, Inc.
I acknowledge receipt of this license and the acceptance of its terms.

